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(57) ABSTRACT 

Arnethod and system for communicating a packet over a cell 
relay satellite network, without establishing a connection in 
the cell relay satellite network, comprises the steps of 
segmenting the packet into a number of segments at a source 
node in the communications network, generating for each of 
the segments a ?xed siZe cell that includes a cell header and 
a payload with a pre?x, a downlink beam locator, and a 
source node identi?er included in the cell header, and 
inserting each segment into the payload of each generated 
cell, respectively, and transmitting the cells to the cell relay 
satellite. A cell relay satellite receives each transmitted cell 
from the source node, and broadcasts each cell on a down 
link beam corresponding to the downlink beam locator in 
each cell header. A destination node receives each broad 
casted cell on the downlink beam, and re-assembles the 
packet from the received cells. Speci?cally, the destination 
node re-assembles the packet by identifying the cells cor 
responding to the packet, and appending the segments inside 
the cell payloads together, in the order of receipt of the 
identi?ed cells. Finally, the destination node may identify a 
destination address in the packet, and may route the packet 
to the identi?ed destination address, which may reside in 
another communications network. 
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METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR CONNECTIONLESS 
COMMUNICATION IN A CELL RELAY 

SATELLITE NETWORK 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] 1. Field of the Invention 

[0002] The present invention generally relates to cell relay 
satellite communication networks, and more particularly, to 
connectionless cell relay satellite networks. 

[0003] 2. Background of the Art 

[0004] With the deployment of connection-oriented cell 
relay networks such as Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) 
networks, there is a growing need for integrating cell relay 
networks with the existing packet-based networks, for 
example, Internet Protocol (IP) networks. In a connection 
oriented network, the network must establish a connection 
(called a virtual circuit) between two nodes in the network 
with a signaling protocol before any information transfer can 
take place between the two nodes. Once the network estab 
lishes the connection between the two nodes, the network 
can identify and route the cells transmitted by the two nodes 
through the network. As a result, the existing cell relay 
networks must establish a connection between a source node 
and a destination node in the cell relay networks in order to 
transport IP traffic over the cell relay networks. 

[0005] In general, satellite-based cell relay networks offer 
certain advantages over terrestrial cell relay networks. For 
example, a satellite-based cell relay network can provide 
rapid deployment of communication services over a wide 
geographical area, including remote, rural, urban, and inac 
cessible areas. Furthermore, satellite-based cell relay net 
works offer more ?exibility in con?guring a network and 
allocating capacity to different sites. Thus, there is a need for 
a cell relay satellite network that can support the traf?c from 
the existing packet-based communication networks. 

[0006] Connection-oriented cell relay satellite networks, 
however, have two signi?cant disadvantages when trans 
porting packet-based traf?c from the existing networks. 
First, the connection-oriented cell relay satellite network 
must establish a connection between a source node and a 
destination node before any information transfer can take 
place between the source node and the destination node, and 
as a result, the information transfer will experience an initial 
delay due to the connection setup phase. Second, the satellite 
network must assign a unique identi?er to each connection 
and manage the assignment of the identi?ers so that the 
network can ef?ciently reuse each identi?er when establish 
ing a new connection. 

[0007] Each of these two disadvantages are particularly 
magni?ed in a cell relay satellite network. A satellite foot 
print typically covers a wide geographical area, which may 
include large number of users, and thus, requires a large 
number of corresponding connection identi?ers to support 
the users. Furthermore, each communication with, for 
example, a geosynchronous satellite typically experiences a 
500 milliseconds round trip delay, which increases the delay 
due to the connection setup phase. 

[0008] Thus, it is desirable to have a method and system 
for communicating packet-based traf?c over a cell relay 
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satellite network without establishing a connection in the 
cell relay satellite network, and thus, eliminating the above 
mentioned disadvantages. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0009] The present invention comprises a method and 
system for communicating a packet over a cell relay satellite 
network, without establishing a connection in the cell relay 
satellite network, by dividing the packet into a number of 
segments at a source node in the communications network, 
generating for each segment a ?xed siZe cell that includes a 
cell header and a payload, with a pre?x, a downlink beam 
locator, and a source node identi?er inside each cell header, 
inserting each of the segments into the payload of each of the 
generated cells, respectively, and transmitting the cells to the 
cell relay satellite. The cell relay satellite receives each 
transmitted cell from the source node, and broadcasts each 
cell on a downlink beam corresponding to the downlink 
beam locator in each cell header. 

[0010] A destination node in the cell relay satellite net 
work receives each broadcasted cell on the downlink beam, 
and re-assembles the packet from the segments inside the 
payloads of the received cells. Speci?cally, the destination 
node re-assembles the packet by identifying the cells cor 
responding to the packet, and appending the segments inside 
the payloads of the identi?ed cells together in the order of 
receipt of the identi?ed cells. Finally, the destination node 
may identify a destination address in the packet, and may 
route the packet to the identi?ed destination address, which 
may reside in another communications network. 

[0011] Methods and systems consistent with the present 
invention have two notable advantages over the existing cell 
relay satellite networks: First, a cell relay satellite network 
consistent with the present invention does not need to 
establish a connection in the network, and thus, eliminating 
the initial connection setup delay in the existing cell relay 
networks. Second, a cell relay satellite network consistent 
with the present invention does not need to expend valuable 
network processing resources for managing the assignment 
of unique identi?ers to connections in the network. 

[0012] This summary and the following description of the 
invention should not restrict the scope of the claimed 
invention. Both provide examples and explanations to 
enable others to practice the invention. The accompanying 
drawings, which form part of the description of the inven 
tion, show several embodiments of the invention, and 
together with the description, explain the principles of the 
invention. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0013] 
[0014] FIG. 1 illustrates a cell relay satellite network in 
which systems and methods consistent with the invention 
may be implemented; 

[0015] FIG. 2 illustrates a block diagram of a node in a 
cell relay satellite network in which systems and methods 
consistent with the invention may be implemented; 

[0016] FIG. 3 illustrates a block diagram of a cell in a cell 
relay satellite network when using systems and methods 
consistent with the invention; 

In the Figures: 
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[0017] FIG. 4 illustrates a block diagram of a packet, 
which a node in a cell relay satellite network may commu 
nicate through the cell relay satellite network when using 
systems and methods consistent with the invention; 

[0018] FIG. 5 illustrates a block diagram of a packet, 
which a node in a cell relay satellite network may commu 
nicate through the cell relay satellite network when using 
systems and methods consistent with the invention; 

[0019] FIG. 6 illustrates a ?ow chart of the steps that a 
node performs to segment a packet into one or more cells for 
transmission in a cell relay satellite network when using 
systems and methods consistent with the invention; and 

[0020] FIG. 7 illustrates a ?ow chart of the steps that a 
destination node performs to reassemble a packet from one 
or more cells in a cell relay satellite network when using 
systems and methods consistent with the invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[0021] The following description refers to the accompa 
nying drawings. Where appropriate, the same reference 
numbers in different drawings refer to the same or similar 
elements. 

[0022] Methods and systems consistent with the present 
invention communicate a packet over a cell relay satellite 
network, without establishing a connection in the cell relay 
satellite network, by dividing the packet into one or more 
segments at a source node in the cell relay satellite network. 
For each segment, the source node generates a ?xed siZe cell 
that includes a cell header and a payload. The source node 
includes in each cell header a pre?x, a downlink beam 
locator, and a source node identi?er, and inserts the seg 
ments into the payloads of the generated cells respectively. 
The source node then transmits the cells on an uplink beam 
to the cell relay satellite. 

[0023] The cell relay satellite receives each transmitted 
cell on the uplink beam from the source node. The cell relay 
satellite reads the downlink identi?er in each cell header, and 
identi?es a downlink beam corresponding to the downlink 
beam locator. The cell relay satellite then broadcasts each 
cell on the identi?ed downlink beam to a destination node 
within the footprint of the beam in the cell relay satellite 
network. 

[0024] The destination node receives each broadcasted 
cell on the downlink beam, and re-assembles the packet 
from the received cells. Speci?cally, the destination node 
identi?es the cells corresponding to the packet, and appends 
the identi?ed segments inside the payloads of the identi?ed 
cells together in the order of receipt of the identi?ed cells. 
Finally, the destination node may identify a destination 
address in the packet, and may route the packet to the 
identi?ed destination address, which may reside in another 
communications network. 

[0025] FIG. 1 illustrates a cell relay satellite network 110 
in which systems and methods consistent with the invention 
may be implemented. Cell relay satellite network 110 com 
prises cell relay satellites 150a through 150d, and satellite 
node terminals 100a through 100f. Cell relay satellite 150a 
communicates with cell relay satellites 150b and 150d via 
beams 155a and 155d, respectively. Cell relay satellite 150b 
communicates with cell relay satellite 150c via beam 155b, 
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and cell relay satellite 150c communicates with cell relay 
satellite 150d via beam 155c. 

[0026] Nodes 100a through 100f may include earth station 
terminals, for eXample, very small aperture terminals 
(VSAT), which communicate with each other through cell 
relay satellites 150a through 150d. Speci?cally, nodes 100a 
through 100c are in the beam footprints of cell relay satellite 
150a, node 100d is in the beam footprint of cell relay 
satellite 150b, and nodes 1006 and 100f are in the beam 
footprint of satellite 150d. Nodes 100a through 100f com 
municate with their respective cell relay satellites 150a 
through 150d via uplink and downlink beams. 

[0027] Nodes 100a and 1006 interface with a packet-based 
communications network, for eXample, Internet Protocol 
(IP) network 120, and nodes 100b and 100d interface with 
a different packet-based communications network, for 
eXample, IP network 130. Nodes 100g through 100j, which 
are not in the beam footprint of cell relay satellites 150a 
through 150d, also interface with IP network 130. Similarly, 
nodes 100k through 100m, which are not in the beam 
footprint of cell relay satellites 150a through 150d, interface 
with IP network 120. Nodes 100g through 100m may 
include, for eXample, desktop computers, servers, telephone 
sets, facsimile machines, and video apparatus. 

[0028] Nodes 100g through 100j may communicate with 
nodes 100k through 100m via satellite cell relay network 
110. For eXample, node 100k may generate information, for 
eXample, voice, data, and/or video, in form of packets, 
which node 100k transmits through IP network 120 to a node 
that interfaces IP network 120, for eXample, node 100a. 
Node 100a then segments the packets into one or more 
segments, insert each segment into payload of a cell, and 
transmits the cells through cell relay satellite 150a to node 
100b. Node 100b then reassembles the packets from the cells 
and routes the assembled packets through IP network 130 to 
a destination node, for eXample, node 100j, whose address 
is speci?ed in the packets. 

[0029] FIG. 2 illustrates a block diagram of a node, for 
eXample, node 100a, in cell relay satellite network 110. 
Node 100a comprises a processor 200, a memory 210, a 
secondary storage 220, a network interface card 230, a 
transmitter 250, a receiver 260, an antenna 270, and links 
255 and 265, all of which are connected together via a bus 
240. 

[0030] Memory 210 includes Packet Converter 212, 
Packet Reassembler 214, and IP Protocol Module 216, all of 
which include data and/or instructions that processor 200 
eXecutes. Packet Converter 212 generally segments a packet 
into one or more segments and inserts each segment into a 
cell. Packet Reassembler 214 generally reassembles a packet 
from one or more cells, each including a segment of the 
packet. IP Protocol Module 216 generally includes Internet 
Protocol (IP), for eXample, IP version 4, for communicating 
packets through IP network 120. Speci?cally, IP Protocol 
Module 216 drives Network interface card (NIC) 230 for 
transmitting and receiving packets through IP network 120. 
NIC 230 may include hardware and/or ?rmware for trans 
mitting and receiving packets from IP network 120. 

[0031] Secondary storage 220 comprises computer read 
able medium such as a disk drive and a tape drive. From the 
tape drive, software and data may be loaded onto the disk 
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drive, Which can then be copied into memory 210. Similarly, 
software and data in memory 210 may be copied onto the 
disk drive, Which can then be loaded onto the tape drive. 

[0032] Transmitter 250 connects to antenna 270 via link 
255. Transmitter 250 may include a codec and a frequency 
up converter for transmitting cells via antenna 270 to cell 
relay satellite 150a. Receiver 260 connects to antenna 270 
via link 265. Receiver 260 may include a codec and a 
frequency doWn converter for receiving cells via antenna 
270 from cell relay satellite 150a. 

[0033] FIG. 3 is a block diagram of a cell for use in cell 
relay satellite netWork 110 in accordance With an implemen 
tation of the invention. As shoWn, cell 300 includes a cell 
header 310 portion and a payload 320 portion. Cell header 
310 has a length of H bytes, and payload 320 has a length 
of P bytes. Cell 300 may be of any ?xed length, for example, 
53 bytes, Where cell header 310 may have a length of, for 
example, 5 bytes and payload 320 may have a length of, for 
example, 48 bytes. Alternatively, cell 300 may be of any 
other ?xed length, With any combination of cell header 310 
length and payload 320 length, as a particular length for each 
is not essential to the practice of the present invention. 

[0034] Speci?cally, cell header 310 includes pre?x 330, 
doWnlink beam locator 340, source node identi?er 350, and 
suffix 360. Pre?x 330 has a ?xed length of K bits; doWnlink 
beam locator 340 has a ?xed length of M bits; node identi?er 
350 has a ?xed length of N bits; and suf?x 360 has a ?xed 
length of J bits. In one example, pre?x 330 may have a 
length of 6 bits; doWnlink beam locator 340 may have a 
length of 9 bits; node identi?er 350 may have a length of 20 
bits; and suf?x 360 may have a length of 5 bits. Alterna 
tively, pre?x 330, doWnlink beam locator 340, node identi 
?er 350, and suf?x 360 may be of any combination of 
lengths, as a particular length for each is not essential to the 
practice of the present invention. 

[0035] The ?rst 2 bits of pre?x 330 may identify the 
particular protocol, for example, IP version 4, for handling 
a re-assembled packet. The next 3 bits of pre?x 330 may 
identify the handling instructions Within the particular pro 
tocol, for example, the relative priority level Within IP 
version 4. The last bit of pre?x 330 may, identify the type of 
payload 320 in cell 300, for example, Whether payload 320 
includes the last segment of the packet or other segments of 
the packet. For example, if payload 320 includes the last 
segment of the packet, the last bit of pre?x 330 is set to “1.” 
OtherWise, the last bit of pre?x 330 is set to “0.” 

[0036] DoWnlink beam locator 340 may identify a par 
ticular doWnlink beam in a cell relay satellite, for example, 
cell relay satellite 150a, on Which cell 300 may be trans 
mitted to a destination node. Alternatively, the ?rst 2 bits of 
doWnlink beam locator 340 may identify cell relay satellite 
150a, and the remaining bits in doWnlink beam locator 340 
may identify a particular doWnlink beam in cell relay 
satellite 150a on Which cell 300 may be transmitted. Alter 
natively, doWnlink beam locator 340 may include a key or 
pointer, Which cell relay satellite 150a must translate in 
order to identify the corresponding doWnlink beam. 

[0037] Node identi?er 350 may identify a source node, for 
example, node 100a that initiated transmission of cell 300. 
Suf?x 360 may include a cell header error check (HEC) for 
error checking cell header 310. 
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[0038] FIG. 4 illustrates a block diagram of packet 400, 
Which node 100a in cell relay satellite netWork 110 com 
municates in accordance With an implementation of the 
invention. Packet 400 includes a packet header 410 portion 
and data 420 portion. Packet header 410 may have a variable 
length of I bytes. Data 420 may have a variable length of T 
bytes. As shoWn, packet header 410 may include, for 
example, a version, header length, type of service, total 
packet length, packet identi?cation, ?ags, fragment offset, 
time to live, protocol identi?er, packet header checksum, 
source node address, destination node address, and other IP 
protocol options. Alternatively, packet header 410 may 
include any other combination of ?elds, as the particular 
format and types of information in packet header 410 are not 
essential to the practice of the present invention. 

[0039] A node in cell relay satellite netWork 110, for 
example node 100a, may receive from another node, for 
example node, 100k, packet 400 With packet header 410 
specifying destination node address of, for example, node 
100g, Which interfaces IP netWork 130. Speci?cally, NIC 
230 receives packet 400 from IP netWork 120, and stores 
packet 400 in memory 210 via bus 240. NIC 230 then 
generates an interrupt signal in processor 200, and provides 
the address of packet 400 stored in memory 210 to Packet 
Converter 212. 

[0040] FIG. 6 illustrates a How chart of the steps that 
Packet Converter 212 in node 100a performs to segment 
packet 400 into one or more cells for transmission in cell 
relay satellite netWork 110 in accordance With an implemen 
tation of the invention. Packet Converter 212 receives from 
NIC 230 the memory address of packet 400 in memory 210 
(step 600). Packet Converter 212 reads the destination node 
address in packet header 410 (step 610). Node 100a then 
identi?es a doWnlink beam in cell relay satellite netWork 110 
for routing packet 400 to node 100g (step 620). Speci?cally, 
Packet Converter 212 identi?es the doWnlink beam locator 
by referencing, for example, a stored routing table Whose 
entry maps a destination node address, for example, node 
100g, to a particular doWnlink beam locator in cell relay 
satellite netWork 110. The stored routing table may be 
generated by, for example, IP Protocol Module 216. 

[0041] Packet Converter 212 then segments packet 400 
into ?xed siZe segments of, for example, 48 bytes (step 630). 
Alternatively, as shoWn in FIG. 5, Packet Converter 212 
may prepend header 510 portion, and append null padding 
530 portion and trailer 520 portion to packet before seg 
menting packet 400. Header 510 may have a length of R 
bytes. Trailer 520 may have a length of L bytes. Further 
more, Packet Converter 212 may determine the length of 
null padding 530 to be such that the combined length of 
packet 400, header 530, trailer 420, and null padding 530 
becomes a multiple integer of the length of payload 320 in 
cell 300. This combined length may be determined as 
folloWs: 

combined length=P*{smallest integer greater than or 
equal to [(T+I+R+L)/P]}, 

[0042] Where, as described above, P is length of payload 
320, I is length of packet header 410, and T is length of data 
420 portion of packet 400. From the computed combined 
length, the null padding 530 length may be determined as 
folloWs: 

null padding length=combined length-T-I-R-L. 
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[0043] In this alternative con?guration, packet 400 may 
have a length of, for example, 500 bytes, and cell payload 
320 may have a length of, for example, 48 bytes. Header 510 
may have a length of 8 bytes, and may include, for example, 
the identi?er “0xAA-AA-03-00-00-00-08-00,” disclosed in 
“Multiple-Protocol Encapsulation Over AALS,” Internet 
Engineering Task Force, RFC 1483. Trailer 520 may also 
have a length of 8 bytes, Whose ?rst 2 bytes represent the 
length of packet 400, the second 4 bytes include a cyclical 
redundancy code (CRC) for error checking, and the last 2 
bytes are null. Thus, Packet Converter 212 determines the 
combined length and length of null padding 530 as folloWs: 

[0044] combined length=528 bytes=48 bytes*{smallest 
integer>=(500 bytes+8 bytes+8 bytes)/48 bytes}, 

length of null padding=12 bytes=(528 bytes-500 
bytes-8 bytes-8 bytes). 

[0045] Finally, after prepending header 510, and append 
ing null padding 530 and trailer 520 to packet 400, Packet 
Converter 212, segments the appended and prepended 
packet 500 into ?xed siZe segments of 48 bytes. 

[0046] Packet Converter 212 then creates cell header 310 
for each packet segment (step 640), and prepends cell header 
310 to each packet segment (step 650). Speci?cally, in the 
cell header 310 prepended to the each segment, Packet 
Converter 212 sets the ?rst 2 bits of pre?x 330 to identify the 
particular protocol, for example, IP version 4, for handling 
the reassembled packet. Packet Converter 212 then sets the 
next 3 bits of pre?x 330 to identify the relative priority level 
Within IP version 4. Finally, Packet Converter 212 sets the 
last bit of pre?x 330 to identify the type of payload 320 in 
cell 300, for example, Whether payload 320 includes the last 
segment of packet 400 or other segments of the packet. If 
cell header 310 is prepended to the last segment of packet 
400, Packet Converter 212 sets the last bit of pre?x 330 to 
“1.” OtherWise, Packet Converter 212 sets the last bit of 
pre?x 330 to “0.” 

[0047] Packet Converter 212 sets doWnlink beam locator 
340 in each cell header 310 to the doWnlink beam identi?er 
that Packet Converter 212 identi?ed in step 620. Further 
more, Packet Converter 212 sets node identi?er 350 in each 
cell header 310 to the address of node 100a. Packet Con 
verter 212 calculates a header error check (HEC) and 
includes the HEC in suf?x 360 of each cell header 310. 
Finally, Packet Converter 212 generates an interrupt signal 
in processor 200, and provides the address of each com 
pleted cell in memory 210 to transmitter 250. Transmitter 
250 then transmits each cell in order starting With the cell 
that includes the ?rst packet segment and ending With the 
cell that includes the last packet segment through antenna 
270 and via an uplink beam to cell relay satellite 150a. 

[0048] Cell relay satellite 150a receives each cell 300 at an 
input port, Which receives the uplink beam. Cell relay 
satellite 150a then reads doWnlink beam locator 340 in each 
cell header 310, and identi?es an output port corresponding 
to doWnlink beam locator 340 by, for example, translating 
doWnlink beam locator 340 into a unique doWnlink beam 
identi?er. Cell relay satellite 150a then relays each cell 300 
in order of arrival to the identi?ed output port, Which in turn 
transmits each cell 300 on a doWnlink beam corresponding 
to doWnlink beam locator 340. 

[0049] Each node, for example, node 100b and node 100C, 
in the footprint of the doWnlink bean of cell relay satellite 
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150a receives each cell 300. Speci?cally, receiver 260 in 
node 100b receives each cell 300 via antenna 270, and stores 
each cell in memory 210 of node 100b. Receiver 260 then 
generates an interrupt signal in processor 200, and provides 
Packet Reassembler 214 the address of each cell 300 in 
memory 210, as each cell 300 arrives at node 100b. 

[0050] FIG. 7 illustrates a How chart of the steps that 
Packet Reassembler 214 in node 100b, performs to re 
assemble packet 400 from one or more cells received by 
node 100b in accordance With an implementation of the 
invention Packet Reassembler 214 receives from receiver 
260 address of cell 300 in memory 210 (step 700). From 
node identi?er 350 in cell header 310, Packet Reassembler 
214 identi?es the address of the node that transmitted cell 
300, for example, node 110a (step 705). Packet Reassembler 
214 then determines Whether a partially assembled packet 
from node 100a already exists in memory 210 (step 710). 

[0051] If Packet Reassembler 214 determines that a par 
tially assembled packet from node 1008 does not exist in 
memory 210 (step 715), Packet Reassembler 214 starts a 
neW partially assembled packet in memory 210 (step 720). 
Speci?cally, Packet Reassembler 214 strips cell header 310 
from cell payload 320, Which includes a segment of packet 
400, and stores the segment in memory 210. Packet Reas 
sembler 214 then Waits to receive the address of the next 
neWly arriving cell in memory 210 (step 700). 

[0052] If Packet Reassembler 214 determines that a par 
tially assembled packet from node 100a already exists in 
memory 210 (step 725), Packet Reassembler 214 strips cell 
header 310 from cell payload 320, and prepends the segment 
of packet 400 in cell payload 320 to the partially assembled 
packet stored in memory 210 (step 730). 

[0053] Packet Reassembler 214 then determines Whether 
cell payload 320 includes the last segment of packet 400 
(step 735). Speci?cally, Packet Reassembler 214 may read, 
for example, the last bit of pre?x 330 in cell header 310 to 
make this determination. If the last bit of pre?x 330 is “0”, 
then Packet Reassembler 214 determines that cell payload 
320 does not include the last segment of packet 400 (step 
740). Packet Reassembler 214 then Waits to receive the 
address of the next neWly arriving cell in memory 210 (step 
700). If the last bit of pre?x 330 is “1,” then Packet 
Reassembler 214 determines that cell payload 320 includes 
the last segment of packet 400 and that packet 400 has been 
re-assembled in memory 210 (step 745). 

[0054] Packet Reassembler 214 then performs error 
checking on the re-assembled packet 400 (step 750). For 
example, Packet Reassembler 214 may use packet header 
checksum ?eld in packet header 410 to perform the error 
checking step. In the implementation shoWn in FIG. 5, 
Packet Reassembler 214 may use the 4 bytes CRC ?eld in 
trailer 520 to perform error checking on the appended and 
prepended packet 500. In this implementation, upon suc 
cessful completion of the error checking step, Packet Reas 
sembler 214 strips header 510, trailer 520, and null padding 
530, if any, from the appended and prepended packet 500 to 
successfully re-assemble packet 400. 

[0055] Once node 100b re-assembles packet 400, node 
100b may identify in packet header 410 the destination node 
address of packet 400, for example IP address of node 100g, 
and may route packet 400 through IP netWork 130 to node 
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100g (step 755). Node 100C performs the same steps as node 
100b to receive each cell 300 and to re-assemble packet 400. 
However, When node 100C identi?es in packet header 410 
the destination node address of packet 400, node 100C 
determines that it cannot route packet 400 to node 100g, and 
thus, discards packet 400. 

[0056] It Will be understood by those skilled in the art that 
various changes and modi?cations may be made to the 
disclosed implementations, and equivalents may be substi 
tuted for elements thereof Without departing from the true 
scope of the invention. In addition, many modi?cations may 
be made to adapt a particular element, technique or imple 
mentation to the teachings of the present invention Without 
departing from the central scope of the invention. Therefore, 
it is intended that this invention not be limited to the 
particular implementations and methods disclosed herein, 
but that the invention include all implementations falling 
Within the scope of the appended claims. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A method for communicating a packet in a communi 

cations netWork comprising a cell relay satellite, said 
method comprising the steps of: 

dividing the packet into segments at a source in the 
communications netWork; 

generating a cell for each of the segments, Wherein each 
cell includes a ?rst portion and a second portion With a 
pre?X, a doWnlink beam locator, and a source identi?er 
included in the ?rst portion; 

inserting each of the segments into the second portion of 
each of the generated cells, respectively; and 

transmitting the generated cells to the cell relay satellite. 
2. The method of claim 1, Wherein said generating step 

further comprises the step of: 

including a suffix in each ?rst portion of the generated 
cells. 

3. The method of claim 1, Wherein said generating step 
further comprises the step of: 

identifying a destination in the communications netWork 
corresponding to the doWnlink beam locator. 

4. The method of claim 1, Wherein said dividing step 
further comprises the step of: 

prepending a header portion to the packet; 

appending a trailer portion to the packet; and 

inserting a null padding portion betWeen the trailer and 
the packet so that a combined length of the packet, the 
header portion, the trailer portion, and the null padding 
portion equals to an integer multiple of the length of the 
second portion of each of the generated cells. 

5. A method for communicating a packet in a ?rst com 
munications netWork comprising a cell relay satellite, said 
method comprising the steps of: 

receiving, at a ?rst destination in the ?rst communications 
netWork, a plurality of cells each comprising: 

a ?rst portion including a pre?X, a doWnlink beam 
locator, and a source identi?er; and 

a second portion including a segment of a packet; and 
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re-assembling the packet from the segments in the second 
portion of the received cells. 

6. The method of claim 5, Wherein said re-assembling step 
further comprises the steps of: 

identifying the cells corresponding to the packet; 

appending the segments together in order of receipt of the 
identi?ed cells. 

7. The method of claim 5 further comprising the steps of: 

identifying in the packet an address of a second destina 
tion in a second communications netWork interfacing 
the ?rst destination; and 

routing the packet to the identi?ed second destination in 
the second communications netWork. 

8. A satellite earth station for communicating a packet 
Without establishing a connection in a communications 
netWork comprising a cell relay satellite, said system com 
prising: 

a memory comprising a packet converter program for 
segmenting the packet into a number of segments, and 
for generating a cell for each of the segments, Wherein 
each cell includes a ?rst portion and a second portion, 
and for including a pre?X, a doWnlink beam locator, 
and a node identi?er in the ?rst portion of each gen 
erated cell, and for inserting each of the segments into 
the second portion of the generated cells, respectively; 

a processor for running the packet converter program; and 

a transmitter for transmitting the generated cells to the cell 
relay satellite. 

9. A satellite earth station for communicating a packet 
Without establishing a connection in a communications 
netWork comprising a cell relay satellite, said system com 
prising: 

a receiver for receiving a plurality of cells each compris 
ing: 

a ?rst portion including a pre?X, a doWnlink beam 
locator, and a node identi?er; and 

a second portion including a segment of a packet; 

a memory comprising a packet re-assembler program for 
re-assembling the packet from the segments in the 
second portion of the received cells; and 

a processor for running the packet re-assembler program. 
10. A computer-readable medium capable of con?guring 

a satellite earth station to perform a method for communi 
cating a packet Without establishing a connection in a 
communications netWork comprising a cell relay satellite, 
said method comprising the steps of: 

dividing the packet into segments at a source in the 
communications netWork; 

generating a cell for each of the segments, Wherein each 
cell includes a ?rst portion and a second portion With a 
pre?X, a doWnlink beam locator, and a source identi?er 
included in the ?rst portion; 

inserting each of the segments into the second portion of 
each of the generated cells, respectively; and 

transmitting the generated cells to the cell relay satellite. 
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11. A computer-readable medium capable of con?guring 
a satellite earth station to perform a method for communi 
cating a packet Without establishing a connection in a 
communications netWork comprising a cell relay satellite, 
said method comprising the steps of: 

receiving, at a ?rst destination in the ?rst communications 
network, a plurality of cells each comprising: 

a ?rst portion including a pre?X, a doWnlink beam 
locator, and a source identi?er; and 

a second portion including a segment of a packet; and 

re-assembling the packet from the segments in the second 
portion of the received cells. 

12. The computer-readable medium of claim 11, Wherein 
said re-assembling step further comprises the steps of: 

identifying the cells corresponding to the packet; and 

appending the segments together in order of receipt of the 
cells. 
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13. A method for communicating a packet in a commu 
nications netWork comprising a cell relay satellite, said 
method comprising the steps of: 

dividing the packet into segments at a source in the 
communications netWork; 

generating a cell for each of the segments, Wherein each 
cell includes a ?rst portion and a second portion With a 
pre?X, a doWnlink beam locator, and a source identi?er 
included in the ?rst portion; 

inserting each of the segments into the second portion of 
each of the generated cells, respectively; 

transmitting the generated cells to the cell relay satellite; 

receiving the transmitted cells at a destination in the 
communications netWork; and 

re-assembling the packet from the segments in the second 
portion of the received cells. 

* * * * * 


